The Cytokines Responses against Parvovirus B19 in Miscarriage Women and the Susceptibility of their RhD Blood Type to Contract Parvovirus B19 in South of Iraq


Abstract

Background: Parvovirus B19 (B19) infection is linked with various diseases. Cytokines play critical roles in cellular response to viral infection. It has also been reported that’s susceptibility of the ABO blood type people to several viral infection. In this study, we evaluated interleukin 6 (IL-6), interleukin 8(IL-8), and interferon gamma (IFN-γ) levels in aborted women infected with parvovirus B19 (B19+/Abr+) and uninfected with B19(B19-/Abr+) in comparison with healthy women (B12-/Abr-) and susceptibility of their RhD blood type to contract B19.

Methods: B19+/Abr+ were diagnosed using IgM and IgG antibodies against B19, and the concentrations of IL-6, IL-8, and IFN-γ were determined using enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) test in both B19+/Abr+, B19-/Abr+, and B19-/Abr-. Here, we also collected blood groups, number of abortion, and gestational ages from 200 B19+/Abr+ along with the same number ofB19-/Abr+ and B19-/Abr-.

Results: The levels of IFN-γ were higher in serum of B19-/Abr+ and B19+/Abr+ group in comparison to B19-/Abr-, while the serum levels of IL-6, IL-8 were decreased in B19+/Abr+ group in comparison to B19-/Abr+ and B19-/Abr-. Our analyzed data also showed that aborted women with RhD+ are more susceptible to contract s B19 than people with RhD- blood type.

Conclusions: B19 infection may differently modulate the amount of cytokines in the plasma of aborted women. So, it can be suggested that IL-6, IL-8, and IFN-γ potentially useful as markers for inflammation intrauterine. The susceptibility/protection of aborted women against B19 might be determined based on RhD blood type.
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Introduction

The miscarriage is a common phenomenon that usually occurs in the first trimester of pregnancy between 15% -17% of pregnancies, but the true percentage is likely higher because many miscarriages occur early in the pregnancy without the women even realizing that they are pregnant (1). The miscarriage during pregnancy can be classified into several types. First, incomplete abortion: A condition in which the fetus stops developing, and as a result, part of the contents of the pregnancy is expelled from the uterus, while another part
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remains inside the uterus. This condition is associated with vaginal bleeding of varying degrees of severity. Second, threatened abortion: Vaginal bleeding in the first trimester. In 50% of these cases, the pregnancy will continue until its normal end. Third, missed abortion: The development of pregnancy and the death of the fetus are halted, as the contents of the pregnancy remain inside the uterus and are not pronounced outside it (2).

Parvovirus B19 (B19) is a common infection that may affect 1-5% of pregnant women, especially with a normal pregnancy outcome. Infection during pregnancy can cause a variety of other signs of fetal damage. The risk of fetal adverse events increases if the mother's infection occurs during the first trimester of pregnancy but may also occur during the third trimester. It is an important cause of fetal loss throughout pregnancy but has a greater effect in the second half of pregnancy when spontaneous fetal loss for other reasons is relatively rare (3).

There are several immune factors involved in the occurrence of miscarriage, such as alteration in cytokines signaling and viral infection. (4). Thus, cytokines play a crucial role in the regulation and growth of immune cells against viral infections. For example, T-lymphocytes cells (CD4 and CD8) and natural killer cells produce IFN-γ naturally which activate at the beginning of an infection by stimulating the dendritic and neutrophilic leukocytes cells (5).

It has also been shown that cytokines play a role in recurrent miscarriage by finding high concentrations of TNF-α, IFN-γ, IL-2, IL-4, IL-6, and IL-12 in women who miscarried compared to healthy women (6, 7). These concentrations of pro-inflammatory TNF-a and ILs appear to be the major components of pregnancy-associated cytokine networks. Several reports have indicated that the serum levels of TNF-a are elevated in miscarriages and observed that there were high levels of cytokine in supernatants from trophoblast-activated peripheral blood mononuclear cells (8, 9).

The defect in immune stimulating cells has been implicated in causing early pregnancy loss. This dysfunction may include defects in cytokines, growth factors, and immunosuppressive agents against viral infection. There are infectious agents that may lead to intrauterine infection in the fetus when the mother is infected during pregnancy, including parvovirus B19. The role of viral infection in spontaneous abortion pathogenesis is controversial (10). The most prevalent pathogen related to fetal loss is the parvovirus-B19 virus (11). It has also been reported that ABO blood types might have a potential importance in relevance to contracting a viral infection. While some studies examined no significant correlation between ABO blood types and the effect of viral infection (12). Therefore, we aimed to measure the level of cytokines in aborted women infected and uninfected by parvovirus B19 and their RhD blood type to contract parovirus B19 to fill in the knowledge gap in this field. IFN-γ is produced predominantly by natural killer cells and CD4 Th1 and CD8 cytotoxic T lymphocyte effector T cells once antigen-specific immunity develops as part of the immune response (13, 14).

Materials and Methods

Study population
This study was carried out in Maternity Hospital (Bunt al Huda) in Nassiriyah city/ Iraq from January 2019 and February 2020. The hospital’s ethics committee has approved the study and informed consent was obtained from patients before blood sampling. From a total population of 200 B12+/Abr+, 200 B12-/ Abr+ and 200 B12-/Abr- have been taken. Then, their gestational age, number of abortions, and blood groups were collected along with the same number of healthy samples in a study local population.
Determination of the cytokine concentration in the plasma

The plasma levels of IL-6), IL-6, and IFN-γ were detected using ELISA Test Kits provided by (EUROIMMUN AG, Luebeck Germany). According to manufacturer’s instructions, briefly, assessment of IL-6, IL-8, and IFN level in serum by ELISA method. There are two immunological steps in this method. First, the cytokine is captured by a monoclonal antibody attached to the wells. Second, a monoclonal antibody interacted with a biotinylated monoclonal antibody is added together with Streptavidin-peroxidase conjugate. The antibody-antigen interaction binds the conjugate. After incubation, the wells were washed, and the antigen complex interacted with the well detected by the addition of a chromogenic substrate.

Blood samples and blood groups were collected from 200 B12+/Abr+, 200 B12-/Abr-, and 200 B12-/Abr-, this was considered as the key criteria for eligibility to be included in this study. Blood type data were collected from the same number of B12+/Abr+, 200 B12-/Abr+, and 200 B12-/Abr- individuals from the same hospitals.

Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed by SPSS version 15-, and one-way ANOVA test was performed, p value of> 0.05 was considered to indicate statistical significance.

Results

**Determination of the IL-6, IL-8 and IFN-γ concentration in the plasma**

The amount of IL-6, IL-8, and IFN-γ in the plasma of patients (B12+/Abr+ and B12-/Abr+) and healthy control individuals (B12-/Abr-) were measured in plasma as mentioned in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Cytokines level among B12+/Abr+, B12-/Abr+andB12-/Abr-.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Healthy control</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N: 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IL-6</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IL-8</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IFN-γ</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Combined letters mean no significant difference between groups.

The plasma levels of IL-6 are significantly (p< 0.005) increased in B12+/Abr+ in comparison with B12-/Abr- and B12-/Abr+, while IL-6 levels in both B12-/Abr- and B12-/Abr+ groups were not significant (Fig. 1A). Plasma IL-8 concentrations of B12-/Abr+ and B12+/Abr+ were significantly higher than B12-/Abr-. The amount of IL-8 in plasma of B12-/Abr+ was significantly (p< 0.05) lower than in plasma of B12+/Abr+ (Fig. 1B). The averages of IFN-γ concentrations in the plasma of B12+/Abr+, B12-/Abr+ did not differ significantly (Fig. 1A). Nevertheless, IFN-γ levels B12+/Abr+, B12-/Abr+ group were significantly (p< 0.05) compared with B12-/Abr- (Fig. 1B).

The susceptibility of RhD blood type to contract B19

To study the association between blood groups and parvovirus B12 among B12+/Abr+, 200 B12-/Abr+, gestational ages and number of abortion, 200 B12+/Abr+, 200 B12-/Abr+, and 200 B12-/Abr- were taken in this local population study. Our data analysis demonstrated that the proportion of B12 patients with RhD- is significantly lower than the RhD+ patients in each of the (B12+/Abr+,
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B12-/Abr+, and B12-/Abr-) (Fig. 2), gestational ages (Figs. 3 and 4), and the number of abortion (Figs. 5 and 6) suggesting that the risk of contracting B12 was higher among RhD+ patients compared to the RhD- patients. Our results also showed that women with a first miscarriage and gestational ages 1st with RhD+ exposed to infection with the parovirus B12 are more susceptible to infection than the negative RhD-.

**Fig. 1.** The amount of IL-6 and IL-8 and IFN-γ in plasma of patients (B12+/Abr+ and B12-/Abr+) and healthy control individuals (B12-/Abr-). (A) The levels of IL-6, (B) the levels of IL-8, and (C) the levels of IFN-γ. The results significant p< 0.05, p< 0.005.

**Fig. 2.** Frequency various blood types in relation to B12+/Abr+, B12-/Abr+andB12-/Abr-.
Fig. 3. Frequency various blood types in relation to gestational ages.

Fig. 4. Frequency Rh blood types in relation to gestational ages.
Discussion

It has been demonstrated that B19 infection is associated with elevated circulating levels of interferon and interleukins that are linked with several diseases (15). However, little attention has been given to evaluate the levels of IL-6, IL-8 and IFN-γ in aborted women infected (B19+/Abr+) and uninfected (B19-/Abr+) with B12. Our results reported that levels of IL-6, and IL-8 significantly increase in B19+/Abr+ and B19-/Abr+ in comparison with B12-/Abr- (Figs. 1A and B), while and IFN-γ significantly increase in both B19+/Abr+ and
B19-/Abr+ in comparison with B12-/Abr- (Fig. 1C).

It has been reported that cytokines involved in inflammatory and infection responses, such as IL-6 and IL-8 have been shown to be a multifunctional cytokine including an inflammatory marker for various viral infections such as COVID-19 (16), and regulatory functions in embryo implantation (17). They are widely expressed in the female reproductive system and transfer the signaling in women prone to recurrent miscarriage and thus insufficient local of IL-6 and IL-8 may also contribute to fetal loss. IL-6 expression decreases in the endometrium in women with recurrent miscarriage (18, 19).

IFN-γ is critical for the immune response against viral and bacterial infections, and a vital activator of macrophages and enhancer of major histocompatibility complex class 11. It also plays an important role in the immune system via inhibiting viral replication directly. It has also been reported that uterine natural killer cells produce high levels of IFN-γ during pregnancy which in turn dilates and thins the walls of maternal spiral arteries to promote the flow of blood to the implantation locate. This leads to the maturity of the placenta (20). IFN-γ was identified to be produced during the early stages of pregnancy. It is richly generated by uterine natural killer cells in the maternal endometrium (21).

The ABO blood types are identified to be coupled with several human diseases (22-25). While the connection between the RhD blood type and different diseases has not been fully established yet. Here, we reported that RhD- blood type provides protection of aborted women against B19.RhD+ has been demonstrated to be linked with high infection among B19 patients in a population in the south of Iraq. As previous studies have shown that people with RhD- blood were more susceptible to contract viral infection than people with RhD+ blood type. The mechanisms behind this susceptibility are ambiguous. Moreover, we could say that the association between blood types (ABO and RhD) and B19 is possible to be based on several factors including ethnicity, environmental location, and contact with infected patients.

This could be due to the presence of anti-A17 and/or anti-B antibodies in the circulation and their ability to bind to the proteins of the virus, thereby preventing them from entering cells. markedly, a genome-wide connection study has confirmed the potential involvement of the ABO blood group system in contracting COVID-19 (26). Although few studies have specifically established a linkage between RhD blood type and susceptibility to viral infection, a recent study reported a high-risk association between RhD+, COVID-19 infection, and resulting deaths (27-28). However, the correlation between the blood types and B19 infection has not yet been fully established. Hence, we explained the potential connection between, RhD and B19.

Most women with B19 infection during pregnancy face a high risk of fetal loss. Early diagnosis can be made by measuring cytokine levels, which can be considered as an indicator of viral infection in pregnant women. In this study significant change in levels of serum IFN-α, IL-6, and IL-8 in miscarriage infected with B19 and miscarriage uninfected with B19 compared to normal pregnant women this indicates that increased levels of IFN-α, IL-1β, and IL-6 are responsible for response against B12 infection in miscarriage.
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